
Alarm Analysis Made Easy 

CareSight is an advanced reporting and analytics system 
that provides both real-time and historical clinical alarm 
analysis for use by departmental managers and key 
executives of hospitals and health systems. These tools 
help hospitals maximize the information trapped in 
various technologies to improve patient care, optimize 
safety, and streamline workflows.

CareSight extracts and transforms data collected from 
nurse call, patient monitoring, and alarm management 
middleware systems. This information is presented in 
an easy to navigate dashboard that enables any number 
of views, and/or custom reports that are clear, easy to 
configure, and automatically routed to key personnel. 

CareSight Arms You with the Data You Need to:
• Spotlight areas that align with hospital improvement 

initiatives 
• Identify the key data to support those initiatives 
• Highlight where response times can be improved 

and noise can be reduced
• Illuminate ways to improve patient and staff 

satisfactions

Visit us online:  www.caresight.com

T: 888.427.2215  |  E: info@caresight.com

CONTACT US TODAY TO SCHEDULE
A LIVE DEMONSTRATION!



Analyze data across
a wide variety of systems 
Get a broader view of your environment, identify correlating events 
across units and monitor staff performance. CareSight seamlessly 
integrates with Vocera, Rauland-Borg, Connexall, Ascom, Critical 
Alert Systems, Phillips patient monitoring, and more delivering a 
comprehensive reporting solution.
Our cost effective solution allows you to maximize your investments in 
your existing infrastructure. CareSight gives you the power to get better 
insight across multiple platforms, providing the details to efficiently 
monitor patient activity in a way that is concise, clear, and easy to 
understand. 

Data Aggregation and Reporting
CareSight easily digests, classifies, and summarizes alarm activity. Need to look at a different date 
range, nursing unit, or alarm type? CareSight puts those controls at your fingertips. Quickly visualize 
your new results on screen or download and share via email, Excel or PowerPoint. Make intelligent, 
data-driven alarm management decisions--without the need for a database administrator, the creation 
of spreadsheets, or crunching mountains of data. Whether you use the information for daily huddles 
or as part of a larger HCAHPS or workflow improvement initiative, CareSight enables data-driven 
decisions.

Interactive Decision Support 
CareSight’s interactive data modelers are fed in real time so that critical care nurses, biomedical 
engineers, and nursing informaticists alike can: 
 • Change staffing movements to positively impact patient care
 • Eliminate false patient alarm notifications in compliance with NPSG #6
 • Analyze hourly rounding and nurse responsiveness
 • Develop the most efficient notification workflow

Analytics to Improve Patient Care
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Up-to-Date KPIs
CareSight automatically updates patient 
monitoring key performance indicators (KPIs) 
in real time, giving users immediate answers 
to essential alarm- and patient-monitor related 
questions regarding alarm types, grades, 
thresholds, durations, and more. 

Comparative Modeling 
Wondering how changes in staffing or workflow 
have impacted your hospital? 
CareSight’s simple interactive tools allow you to 
choose “before and after” scenarios to easily 
understand the impact of those changes.

Graphical interface with ability
to drill down for greater detail
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FACILITY C

FACILITY B

FACILITY A

Middleware / 
Workflow Engine

Native Devices / 
HL-7

Voice

Nurse Call

Related Data*

*HCAHPS, EMR, etc.

GE, Philips,
any source…

Secure transmission
of anonymized data

CareSight
Reader

CareSight connects to
multiple data sources

• Nursing Leadership
• Hospital Management
• Informatics Team
• Patient Experience
• Quality and Safety

Secure access
to CareSight Portal

with ability to drill down,
or summarize data

for KPIs and key programs.

A Multi-Source
Integrated Analytics Solution
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CareSight Portal
CareSight provides an analytics department “in a box”, offering
support on demand and guidance on best practices:

 • Quick and simple interactive, multi-tab portal that enables summary
   or drill-down data on nurse call or patient monitoring information

 • Continuous performance updates on initiatives, projects or
   Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

 • Comprehensive filtering and drill-down capabilities
   to isolate activity or perform forensic discovery

 • CareSight Portal can help to optimize workflow,
   improve patient care, and maximize team efficiency

 • Side-by-side comparative modeling

CareSight Express
CareSight aggregates data from multiple sources
to provide a comprehensive view of the environment:

 • Stay informed on recent activity (for example: Last night’s call volume
   or chronology (by room) available first thing in the morning

 • Automatically emails are automatically sent to nursing managers, clinical
   directors or staff

 • Generates daily, weekly or monthly reports based on an evolved set
   of best practices.

 • Gain actionable insight into alarm activity with over 20 reports
  
 • Track KPI’s with easy to read charts
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CareSight is
a Managed Service
We bring a team with our technology to deliver 
Patient Care Analytics-as-a-Service.

Our approach results in more efficient operations 
and better patient care, based on a comprehensive 
view of your alarm-alert environment.
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• Identify the systems in place
• Document organization, roles, 

workflow and alarm data
• Understand goals/objectives/KPIs    

to be achieved
• Provide preliminary portal design 

input to engineering team

Our team of clinical workflow 
specialists works with you to 
clarify the technology and 
organizational elements so the 
mission is aligned with your 
objectives.

Assessment
Technology and
Operations

• Install  appropriate agents 
andhardware for secure transfer

• Configure security elements
• Extract and mask content 
• Transform/normalize data sets

CareSight’s Security and IT 
Integration team connects your 
systems to cloud infrastructure 
and securely transmit data.

Integration
Secure Connection 
Data Normalization

• Configure Portal and dashboards
• Build report templates
• Adapt presentation for roles and KPIs
• Introduce and transfer ownership
• Train key individuals

We ensure your comfort with 
the CareSight product with final 
tuning, turn-over, and training 
for your team — so you can 
maximize your results. 

Bring-up
Initiate and transfer
to customer

• Support hotline calls
• Ongoing alarm reviews
• Consultation on support for initiatives
• Continuous input on best practices

As a service, we share innovative 
approaches and make sure your 
team has the right data at hand 
to support new initiatives.

Operations and Support
Secure Connection
Established

• 24 x 7 monitoring
• Remote database management
• Software updates

We monitor your system to fix any 
issues (before they are noticed by 
your team) and keep the system 
secure and fully up to date.

Ongoing Maintenance
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About CareSight:

Caresight integrates and unifies data from patient 
management data systems, nurse call systems, patient 
monitoring, and real-time location devices to provide 
visibility and insight into patient care operations.  

With the right data, healthcare teams can make informed 
decisions to drive positive change, faster, improving 
patient outcomes. 

@Caresight

www.facebook.com/caresight

https://www.linkedin.com/company/caresight-com


